I found a 1 1/2' iron pipe with a 3' Tillamook County Surveyors Brass Cap (see T.C.S. Witness #226), in the apparent centerline of Hughey Lane.

I set an 8' cast iron monument case around the found monument and encased in concrete.

1980 (bottom part of cap is bent under)

History of found monument

I found this monument to be as described in said T.C.S. Rewitness and the references found and/or set at that time to now be as follows:

2' iron pipe witness North 14.8°: (Found, now bent Northerly top approximately 15.8°).

2' iron pipe witness South 16.00°: (Found, okay).

Telephone Pole N.80 E. 87.13°: (Gone, replaced by new pole).

4"X 4"X 48" post South 16.0°: (Found, okay).

#86" hat section post South 14.0°: (Found, okay).

#indicates Tillamook County Surveyors yellow metal location post attached.

New Accessories

Power Pole #18 N.80 E. 87.34°. Distance was measured to a hub tack in a scribed triangle in the side center of pole.

Surveys and Rewitnesses of record not listed on rewitness #226
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Location of Monument

This corner is located in the apparent centerline of Hughey Lane.

In the presence of Al Dvorak and Dan McNutt

June 5, 1991
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[Signature]
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